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About the creation  
 

Esperanto is the second dance solo choreographed and 
interpreted by Gwen Rakotovao. Hailing from Madagascar, Gwen	

approach	the	diversity	of	cultures	in	her	work.	
Gwen’s	inspiration	for	Esperanto	come	from	her	personal	

experience:	to	grow	up	in	a	multicultural	environment.	With	
Esperanto,	she	mixes	the	French	and	Malagasy	cultures	she	carries,	

she	plays	with	them,	separate	them,	bond	them.	Esperanto	
investigates	how	to	hope	when	the	words,	the	traditions	and	the	
cultural	codes	we	share	keep	dividing	us.	It	carries	a	message	of	

hope	that	one	day	the	conflicts	will	diminish	to	let	space	for	peace.	
It	is	a	dance	in	quest	of	unity,	tolerance	and	peace.	

	
	

Length: 
40	minutes	
Open	to	an	aftershow	Q&A.		
	
About the cast: 
Dancer	&	Choreographer:	Gwen	Rakotovao	
Musicians:	Just	Joseph,	Môta	Soa	
Light:	Vincent	Lacoste		

	

	
	
	



Note	of	intention	

« From an early age, I was surrounded by a diversity of cultures and it 

influenced me throughout my experience of life. My choreography was ruled 

by this multicultural aspect. I always used my dance to act upon the 

unfairness and the lack of tolerance in nowadays society. That’s how I 

founded my dance company in 2011 with the urge to share utopian 

messages to an audience. Only few people believed in what I wanted to 

accomplish and despite all, my dance company toured in in four continents, 

spanning fifteen countries and thirty-three cities.  

The adventure of ESPERANTO started back in 2013. At this time, I began 

to create « L’amour. La liberté. Love. Freedom. ». The dance piece 

approached the relationship human beings hold with their own cultures. It 

also gave a message of hope that someday this relationship will allow a 

universal harmony between people. The dance piece was accompanied by 

the nocturnes of Chopin made in collaboration with the Leeds College of 

Music.  

At the end of 2015, I signed a contract with the dance company, YK Projects, 

based between Paris and Lagos.  I returned to France.  At the same time of 

my coming back, the terrible attacks of November 13th 2015 happened in 

Paris. A continuation of « L’amour. La liberté. Love. Freedom. » became an 

evidence. I had the urge to create a new solo.  

As a female artist of the 21st century with roots from an African country, I 

merely want Esperanto to be about sharing, meeting and to light a sparkle 

of faith in the people who will see it. »  

	
Gwen	Rakotovao		

PARTNERS :  

	
Residency: LA GARE, Fabrique des arts en mouvements, MICADANSES, 

Relais Catelier - centre de recherche théâtrale, Ecole des sables, Studio 

HeartPoint. Free rehearsals space : Ballet preljocaj/Pavillon noir, Centre 

National de la Danse.  

 

 

 

 

	

DATES :  

Premiere: 2017.09.30	Goethe	Institut,	Antananarivo,	Madagascar 

 

2018.01.30	Trianon	Transatlantique,	Sotteville-lès-Rouen,	France	
2018.02.16	Bukatsudo	(TPAM),	Yokohama,	Japan  	
2018.02.21	Alliance	française	(Fringe	Manila),	Manila,	Filipines		
2018.04.TBA	Meyabe	Festival,		Kinshasa,	Democratic	Republic	of	the	
Congo	
	

(	More	dates	to	be	announced)	
	

	
 


